
Hotel Azure Wins 2020 Tripadvisor Travelers’ Choice Award  
Hotel Azure Recognized Among Best in South Lake Tahoe, Based on Outstanding 2019 Traveler 

Reviews  
 

South Lake Tahoe, California – August 7, 2020 – Hotel Azure today announced it has been recognized as 
a 2020 Travelers’ Choice award-winner. Based on a full year of Tripadvisor reviews, prior to any changes 
caused by the pandemic, award winners are known for consistently receiving great traveler feedback, 
placing them in the top 10% of hospitality businesses around the globe.   
 
"It is truly an honor for Hotel Azure and our amazing staff to receive the 2020 TripAdvisor ® 
Certificate of Excellence. We would like to thank TripAdvisor ® and all  of our  amazing guests for 
making this possible", said Jeremy Agnew, Resort Manager. 

“Winners of the 2020 Travelers’ Choice Awards should be proud of this distinguished recognition,” said 
Kanika Soni, Chief Commercial Officer at TripAdvisor. “Although it’s been a challenging year for travel 
and hospitality, we want to celebrate our partners' achievements. Award winners are beloved for their 
exceptional service and quality. Not only are these winners well deserving, they are also a great source 
of inspiration for travelers the world begins to venture out again.” 

To see traveler reviews and more info for Hotel Azure, visit tripadvisor.com/hotel-azure.  

About Hotel Azure 

Hotel Azure is a contemporary mountain retreat nestled amongst majestic Jeffery Pines, across the 
street from the pristine sandy shores of Lake Tahoe, whose deep blue tone is reflected in the clear blue 
skies above. Our guestrooms and suites have undergone an extensive remodel to elevate your stay and 
give you an amazing space to create new memories. The signature pool and hot tub provide the perfect 
place to unwind and relax after a full day of activities. Be sure to fuel up at the Bear Beach Cafe or relax 
and play at Tahoe Bowl both located on site. Ideal for family vacations packed with outdoor activities, an 
adrenaline filled ski holiday with friends, a romantic honeymoon or just skipping stones on the largest 
alpine lake in America - Experience the Azure of Tahoe. www.hotelazure.com 
 

 
For more information contact: Jeremy Agnew, Resort Manager Phone: 530.542.0373 
Email: jagnew@hotelazuretahoe.com Web: www.hotelazuretahoe.com Social: @hotelazuretahoe 
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